2. Consciousness Studies

At the heart of our Masters program is the question of the meaning of being human, and central to this question is the issue of consciousness. This Concentration bundles coursework and experience that help students explore the meaning of consciousness, the phenomenology of its modalities as lived experience, and its potentialities, in both everyday and extraordinary modes.

*Students interested in this Concentration area should be aware of and enroll in courses such as:*

*PSYC 6000  Foundations of Humanistic Psychology
*PSYC 6021  Psychology as Human Science
PSYC  5030   History and Philosophy of Psychology
PSYC  5040   Psychology of Dreams
PSYC  5070   Psychology of Myth and Symbol
PSYC  5130   Eastern and Transpersonal Psychologies
PSYC  5670   Values, Meanings, and Spirituality
PSYC  5700   Ecopsychology
PSYC  6400   Psychology, Culture, and Society
PSYC  6800   Psychology of Mind and Body
PSYC  7020   Transpersonal Development
PSYC  7050   Consciousness Studies
PSYC  7490   Phenomenology of Social Existence
PSYC  7500   Existential Psychology
PSYC  7600   Personality and Motivation
PSYC  7650   Buddhist Psychology
PSYC  7670   Music and the Mind